
NEW GRADEBOOK 
FILTERS IN CANVAS!

for creating an INNOVATIVE learning environment!

TECH    TIPS!
TedTalk For Students!

With the enhanced gradebook filters feature, you are 
able to create filters that can be saved or used one 
time. You can select condition types and conditions 
to add to the filter. You can also remove
conditions, apply the filter, and give the
filter a name for future use. Click here to
see how to use the new enhanced filters.

Tap into student interests with TedTalk! Have 
students create a TedTalk to share their passion 
or thoughts on a content topic! This is a great 
opportunity to use our makerspace green 
screens. Communication, critical thinking, 
creativity, and collaboration are all 
developed in completing a green
screen project! Click here to read an
article on how to incorporate this
into your classroom!
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Useful Chrome Extensions

Are you looking to remove 
distracting YouTube ads? 
Try the new Chrome 
extension Unhook or try 
DF YouTube. Both 
extensions remove ads and 
automatic playback videos.

Clean Up YouTube

Make Your Screen A Whiteboard!
Paint Tool Marker is a chrome 
extension that allows you to turn 
your screen into a whiteboard. 
There are a variety of tools to use 
with this extension. 

Looking for ideas on how to 
utilize the spheros in your 
school's makerspace?  Check 
out the Sphero library of 
activities for
inspiration–all grade
levels and subject
areas are covered! 

                      
Also, check out

Demco's 4
Sphero

Challenge ideas 

Here are the 7 Best 
Sphero Classroom 
Activities in the 
Classroom (For 
Every Subject!)!

Find all the 4-leaf clovers on this 
issue of Tech Tips and send an 
email to Jan Houston telling her 
how many you find. A prize will be 
given to the first person that emails 
the correct number! 

Hey, middle school math 
teachers! There are NEW 
ReThinkEd math resources to 
give your blended learning 
lessons a boost! 
Available for 
download on
#GoOpenNC.
Take a look!

Clover Challenge!

Spheros
in the

Makerspace!

GOOD LUCK!
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